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QUESTION 1

A developer wants to write a push notification application where the message will be sent to a specific subscriber on a
specific device. Which API should be used? 

A. WL.Server.notifyAllDevices(userSubscription, options) 

B. WL.Client.notifyDevice(userSubscription, device, options) 

C. WL.Server.notifyDevice(userSubscription, device, options) 

D. WL.Server.notifyDeviceSubscription(deviceSubscription, options) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which busy indicator option only applies to iOS? 

A. text 

B. color 

C. fullScreen 

D. orientation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which sentences correctly describe the encrypted cache ? 

A. The encrypted cache is stored in the device\\'s native storage. Its size is limited by the free space on a device
therefore large amounts of data can be stored. 

B. HTML5 WebStorage is used for storing encrypted cache; therefore the amount of data stored in it is limited to several
megabytes 

C. The encrypted cache is stored on Worklight server. Its size is limited by the free space in the Worklight server\\'s
database; therefore large amounts of data can be stored 

D. The encrypted cache is stored in virtual memory. Its size is limited by the device\\'s RAM and erased each time user
quits the application. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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A banking company has deployed the Application Center for internal use. Before users can see the mobile client
application in the list of available applications, which property of the mobile client application must be set to true? 

A. Label 

B. Package 

C. Installer 

D. Recommended 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A Worklight mobile application named test has the following code: 

What is the cause of this behavior? 

A. The server is unreachable. 

B. The heartBeatIntervalInSecs is set to a value that is too low. 

C. The heartBeatIntervalInSecs is set to a value that is too high. 

D. The serverSessionTimeout value needs to be set to a value lower than heartBeatIntervalInSecs. 

Correct Answer: A 
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